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To all whom it wear/concave»: } a ' 
Be it known that I, JoNosUKEARn, sub: 

I 'ect of J ap'an,“ residing at No. 22 Nishikubo 
iromachi, Shiba Ku, Tokyo, Japan, have 

inventednew and useful Improvements in 
an Apparatus for Egrtracting Oil‘ or Fat, of 

- which the following is a speci?cationi . 
This invention relates to an apparatus for .2 

A '1 extracting oil or fat from any material ‘con 
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taining. oil or fat,v and ‘consists ofan inner 
cylinder provided with a number of lateral 
tubes,’ and'an outer cylinder provided with 
a jacket through. which steam passes 'for 
heating‘ purpose, so arranged that the ex 
traction of oil or fat takes place in'the inner 
"cylindepwhile in the outer cylinder the sol 
vent is distilled and sent back into the'inner 

‘ cylinder.’ The objectv of thisinvention is to 

I I; ciency of ‘the work. 
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economize the cost of thepwork of extraction, 
to prevent waste of heat by utilizing the 
heat of the'solvent and to increase the: chi 

The ‘accompanying drawing shows aivferti 
71 cal‘. section of the. more‘ important part of 
;my apparatus. 1 ‘ 

' (To describe myapparatus more fully, (a) 
1 is the inner cylinder which is ?tted within 

- the outer cylinder ‘(11) leaving I p a space .be 

tween the two. The inside (A of the inner 
cylinder (a) is the extraction. chamber, and 

the inner cylinder is the'di's‘tillation chamber 
(B), The extraction chamber"(A)5-is pro 
videdwithtwo ports"(1) and (2) .which can 
‘both be hermetically closed,‘ the former for 
feeding in. the material and the latter to 
take it out after extracting oil or fat "there 
from. Numerous lateral pipes (3)};‘5WlliCl’l 

_ pass through the ‘wall of the innercllin'der 

(at) are for the vapor generated in t e tillation‘ chamber (B) to‘pass.‘ These pipes 
also serve to formu'interspaces in the mate 
rial which promote the circulation and pene 
t'rationlof the solvent and prevent conglom 
eration of the material.v The inner cylin 
der (a) is provided with ‘a false bottom (4) 
perforated with innumerable small holes. 

' Below this false bottom (4) there is'pro 
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vided a coiled pipe (5), one end of which 
communicates with-a mainlsteam-pipe (8): 
through a valve (6) and a- pipe (7 ), a(n<)i' 

. . 9 J 

: extending from the bottom (0,’) ofi-the-ex-,,~ 
the other end opens into ‘air. A'pipe 

traction chamber (A) is connected with ‘a 
pipe (11) which communicates with the dis 
tillation chamber (B) through athree way 

cook (10) ‘and a siphon 12) which also 
serves as a gage. When es1red the pipe 
(9) ‘may be made by means of the three way 
‘cock (10) to communicate directly with the 
pipe (11) without going through the siphon 
(12). To the siphon (12).lisp?xed- a test 
cock (13). A pipe (14) provided at the 
right shoulder of the inner cylinder commu 
nlcates with a pipe (16) extendingfrom the 
outer cylinder and also with another pipe 
(17) which leads to a condenser, b_ means 
of ‘a cock (15); and‘ by openingrtlie cock 
(15) the communication between the extrac 
tion chamber (A) and the distillation cham 
ber (B?) can be opened. A pipe, (18') ‘leads 
from the dischargep'ort of a reverse con-1 
denser (C) to the upper part of the inner 
cylinder. The pipef(18) is provided with 
a test cock (19). " - " ' 

The distillation chamber (B) is provided 
near its‘. bottom withva' coiled pipe (20), 
"through- which steam is introduced there 
into, the coiled pipe being connected'with 
the main steam pipe (8)‘ through a valve 

- (21).»fnThe ‘solvent is fed into the distilla 
tion chamber‘ from a tank by a pump 
through a pipe ‘(23) provided with a valve 
(22). ' The bottom of the distillation ‘cham 
ber 1s covered with a steam jacket; into 
which steam is introduced from the maindf- A 
steampipe through‘ avalve (24). The steam " 
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jacket, also commilnicates through a pipe ‘ 
v (25) 'with the coiled pipe (52 at the bottom T 
of the extraction chamber‘ 'A5)'."> ~(26) is a 
pipe through whidh oil or fat is drawn away 

' from the distillation chamber (B), and the 
water condensed in the ‘jacket is drained by 
apipe which’ is provided with ayvalve (27). 
‘Vi-The distillation chamber has attached there 
to a gage (28'). . _ 
The coiidenser (C) is ‘ provided at its 

upper part with a pair of spiral pipes (29) 
and (30), either of which can be made to 
communicate with‘ethe pipe ('17) by means 
of a three way cook (34). Theother end 
(33) of the spiral pipe (29) leads to a sec 
ond condenser (not shown in the drawings), 
whence to the tank in which solvent is kept; 
-_while the spiral pipe (30) leads ‘into a cool 
ing chamber (31) which isprovided with 
numerous water tubes (32), whence to the 
extriacting chamber (A) ‘throug‘j the pipe 
,18.~ , -" 

(_ To use this‘ apparatus, put over the \false 
bottom ‘(4) at the bottom of the extraction 
chamber (A) a piece of felt or the like, and 
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then feed the extraction chamber from the 
port (1) with material such as bean crushed 
in a roll or the like, and close the port (1'). 

‘ Then open communication from the distilla 
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tion chamber through the tube ‘(9), 

.tion chamber to the extraction "chamber, 
' (17)‘, the spiral - through the pipes (16) and 

pipe (29), the condensing chamber (31) and 
the pipe (18). Also open the communica 
tion from the extraction chamber to distilla 

(12),and the pipe (11). Then ?ll the dis 
tillation chamber (B) with solvent through 
the pipe (23). Then open the main‘ steam 
pipe, and introduce steam ‘into the steam 
‘jacket, into the distillation chamber (B) 
through the coiled pipe (20), and into'the 
coiled pipe (5). Now, the solvent in the dis 
tillation chamber will be heated and evapo 
rated; and the vapor passing through the 
pipes. (3) which pass through the extraction 
chamber (A), ?nds its way via. the pipe (17) 
and the spiral tube (30) into the condensing 
chamber (31), where it becomes condensed 
and drops down to the extraction chamber. 
The solvent thusicondensed accumulates in 

. the extraction chamber, steeps the material 
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and extract oil or fattherefrom, and when 
‘the solvent accumulates 'in the‘ extraction 
chamber higher than the height of the si 
phon (12), it together with ‘the oil or. fat, 
extracted,'?ows into the distillation chamber (B). 

_' vent will be again evaporated and take the 

35 
same route as- before, does and thus repeatedly 

the work of extracting oil 
. fat, leaving'the extracted oil or fat, in the 
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distillation chamber. When the oil‘ or fat, 
in the distillationchamber accumulates to a 
certain amount or when all the oilior fat, 
contained in the material has been extracted, 
then close the connection of the tube (17 ) 
with the spiral tube (30) and open its con 
nection with the other spiral tube (29). 
Also, close the connection of the tube'(9) 
with the siphon (12) vand open its direct ‘con 
nection with-the ‘tube (11).‘ Then. all the 
?uid contained in the extraction chamber 

. (A) will flow into the distillation chamber 

50 (B), and the vapor of solvent will ?nd its 
way not into the condensing chamber (31), 
but will go to another condenser via the 

- spiral pipe (29), get condensed and eventus ' 
ally flow into the solvent tank. 

siphon ‘ 

In the distillationchamber the ‘sol-- b 

‘weaves 

the vapor of According to my invention, 
utilized to heat the extracting solvent is 

55 
chamber. '. In fact‘ a greater part of the heat- _ ‘ 
ing work is done by it.’ ‘ Moreover, the. ro 
vision of a large number of lateral tubes 
through the extraction chamber not only dis 
tribute the heat uniformly but greatly‘facili 
tates the contact of the solvent with‘ the ma~ 
terial, thus increasing the efficiency "of ex 
tracting work. ' 

claim: , s 

1. An'apparatus for extracting oil or fat, 
consisting of an inner cylinder ?tted in an 
outer cylinder, leaving a space between the 
two cylinders, the said inner cylinder being 
pierced with a ‘number of lateral pipes and 

said outer cylinder being 
covered with a steam jacket, thus providing 
‘separately ‘an extraction chamber and a dis 
tillation chamber, with means to open com 
munication between the two, substantially as. 
and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth. 

2. An apparatus for extractingv'oil or‘fat, 
consisting of an extraction chamber which 
is pierced with ‘a number. of lateral pipes, 
?tted Within a distillation chamber, the bot 
tom of which is covered with a steam jacket, 
the bottom ofthe extraction chamber being 
connected with the upper part'of the distilla 
tion chamber by means of a siphon, and the 
uppermost part ofthe distillation chamber 
eing also connected with the uppermost 

part of the extraction chamber by means of a 
siphon, substantially as and for the ‘purposes 
hereinbefore set forth. - 

3. An ,apparatus'for extracting oil or fat, 
comprising an extraction chamber, a plu 
rality of tubes extending laterally through 
said'chamber', a distillati 
posed with‘ relation to said extraction cham 
ber that the latter is heated by vapor issuing 
from said distillation chamber, a steam 
jacket covering the bottom.v of said distilla 
tion chamber, a. reverse condenser, .and coin 
municatiiig- means between said condenser 
and the extracting and distillation chamber. 
In testimony whereof I have signed my 

name to this speci?cation in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

, ‘ J ON OSUKE ARII. 
‘Witnesses: - ' 

' ROGER P. SToNE, 
W. A. GALLAWAY. 
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